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1. Introduction
Both EGiB and KW can be called, according to Bagnicki and Mika [1], information systems. Both examined institutions have long lasting tradition. Their current condition, with regard to the content and quality of databases, is the result of
successive technical and legal transformations, caused by the course of history and
technical progress [13–15] among others, write about it. The essence of information
systems, according to Gaździcki [2: 8–20], is the acquisition, storage, processing and
transmission of data representing information.
These systems can be divided into two subgroups:
1) geographic information systems,
2) other information systems.
One can identify many types of terrain information systems, but from the perspective of the creation of real estate cadastre (KN) two of them are crucial: Land
and Buildings Registry (EGiB) and Land And Mortgage Registers (KW). The first of
them is the land cadastre system; the second is called the legal cadastre. These two
systems, as was shown, inter alia, by the researches of [4, 5, 18] are crucial for the
development of the concept of real estate cadastre in Poland.
The aim of this study was the analysis of the Land and Buildings Registry (EGiB)
and the Land and Mortgage Registers (KW) in the system approach, in terms of their
inter‑relationships and dependencies. This issue is important and up to date, mainly
in the context of the creation of Real Estate Cadastre (KN) for years in Poland. For
the purposes of description and analysis of the flow of spatial and legal information
of the currently existing systems EGiB and KW, the most important provisions of
the law [16, 17, 20–23], and research conducted on a group of 100 real estates of the
selected district were used. Within the meaning of these analyses – the system is
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a collection of elements and relationships between them. The elements of the systems are fragments of the reality; the relationships are interactions between them.
The set of relationships is defined in the literature as the structure of the system [12].
When the system consists of such elements, which are systems themselves each of
them is called a subsystem, and the system itself is called a superior system. The rest
of the reality, not considered in the system and also constituting a specific system, is
called the environment of the system. This raises the question, which of the studied
systems EGiB and KW in the perspective of combining them into a single system KN
should serve as a superior? In order to answer this question, the inter‑relationships
of the systems were examined and the errors of flow of information between them
have been verified and defined.
The basic research problem appeared already at the stage of defining objects of
analyzed systems. According to the law [20] – one cadastral plot should correspond
to one real estate. This case, unfortunately, is not always the case in practice. The
topic is raised, inter alia, in [3: 41–89, 99–132, 168–182, 7, 15]. In fact, there are a lot of
cases that the property contains several registry plots. Furthermore – this situation
results in most cases in the faulty structure of land [9, 10, 19]. The necessity of the
designation of real estate in the KW system through the relevant data obtained from
the system EGiB – for the assignment of property rights means that the KW system
is strongly dependent on the EGiB system. The paradox lies in the fact, that KW
system though more important than the EGiB system, is strongly dependent on it
and secondary. In contrast, about the system EGiB can be said, that though it plays
fully subordinate role in relation to the KW system – it is the primary system. Without EGiB the KW system could not exist, or would exist in a very imperfect form.
Designations of real estates, sent to the section I of KW (in the form of description
and EGiB maps) are primarily: number, borders and plot area. It often happens that
as a designation of the property in the KW – data from the old cadastral system are
used. [6, 8, 11: 11–20] write about it, among others. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the
flow of information between EGiB and KW systems. Figures 2 and 3 schematically
show a hierarchical structure of EGiB and the structure of the example of the Land
and Mortgage Register.

Fig. 1. Scheme of information flow between EGiB and KW systems
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Fig. 2. The hierarchical structure of EGiB
Source: based on [3]

Fig. 3. The structure of land and mortgage registers

2. Materials and Methods
Evaluation of the flow of the spatial and legal information between EGiB and
the KW systems has been made taking in the account the leading objects in both
systems. The plot of land is the leading object in the EGiB system, while the leading object in the KW system is the land property in the meaning of the Land and
Mortgage Registers. The detailed scope of the analysis includes both objective and
subjective data of a randomly selected group of real estates, registered in both systems. The study area overlaps with the area of influence of the District Court Department of Land and Mortgage Registers in Stalowa Wola and and the District Office
in the same town. The extracts from the register of land and premises were verified.
A number of features of the properties were selected for comparison, grouped according to the object and subject of the related rights (Tab. 1). The object information
referred to the determination of the nature and the scope of assigned rights and verification of personal data of the object entered into the register of land and premises.
The subject information was referring to the address data of real estate, the numbers
of plots and the agricultural land with an indication of the area and type. Another
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attribute under investigation were the data on the buildings. In the case of the premises real estate the following information on the subject was verified: their location,
the number of compartments along with the associated premises and their area and
designation of rooms’ functions. Besides, the analysis refers to data from the I and II
section of land registers and information contained in the extracts from the land and
premises registry. Particular attention was paid to the errors of markings between
the registers.
Table 1. Types of property which are the subject of elaboration
No.

Type of property

Number

1

Land property

76

2

Land dedicated to perpetual usufruct

2

3

Land dedicated to perpetual usufruct and building
constituting a separate real estate

6

4

Premises constituting a separate real estate

16

TOTAL:

100

In a detailed research methodology, for land properties and for land transferred
in perpetual usufruct, verification of the rights attached to the property and the number of shares of entities in these rights were taken into account as well as the location
of properties, the numbers of registry plots, types of land use divided into classes,
areas and buildings. Next, for land transferred in perpetual usufruct and building
properties in both of the studied databases compatibility of rights to the property records was verified, and the number of shares of subjects in this right, location of the
property, numbers of registry plots, types of land use divided into classes, area and
further details of the buildings – registry number of the building, number of floors,
the number of premises and the building area. For the last studied group – premises
real estate, rights assigned to the property were analyzed, as well as the number of
shares of objects in this right, location of property, house and flat number, the utilitarian function, number of rooms, the amount and type of the associated premises,
usable area and area of the associated premises.

3. Results
Table 2 shows an example of form for testing the compliance of data content in
KW and in EGiB for 4 out of 100 analyzed data cases. In a randomly selected sample
a significant lack of data compliance can be observed. Figure 4 shows the summary
result of studies in the form of a circular diagram. It shows the scale and type of the
property designation errors in the surveyed systems.
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Table 2. An example of form for testing the compliance of data content in KW and in EGiB
No.

Compared feature
Type of property
Type of assigned rights /
number of shares in rights

1

Location

Plot number
Land use/
Area [ha]
Buildings
Type of property

EGiB data

KW data

lack of information
ownership:
natural person

land property
1/1

2

Location
Plot number
Land use/
Area [ha]
Buildings

1/1

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Registry unit: Radomyśl
n. Sanem
Precinct: Kępa Rzeczycka

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Commune: Radomyśl
n. Sanem
Location: Kępa Rzeczycka

77

77

Ł (meadow)

0.1400

Ł (meadow)

0.1400

lack

lack

lack of information

land property

co‑ownership

Type of assigned rights /
number of shares in rights

ownership:
natural person

co‑ownership

natural person

5/56

natural person

5/56

natural person
(other second name)

1/56

natural person
(other second
name)

1/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

natural person

3/56

married couple

7/56

married couple

7/56

married couple

3/56

married couple

3/56

married couple

3/56

married couple

3/56

married couple

77/448

married couple

77/448

married couple

6/56

married couple

6/56

married couple

15/896

married couple

15/896

married couple

28/448

married couple

28/448

married couple

3/56

married couple

3/56

married couple

1/56

married couple

1/56

married couple

15/896

married couple

15/896

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Registry unit: Zaleszany
Precinct: Pilchów

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Commune: Zaleszany
Location: Pilchów

606/6

606/6

dr (road)
lack

0.1268

dr (road)
lack

0.1268
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Table 2. cont.

No.

Compared feature
Type of property
Type of assigned rights /
number of shares in rights
Location

3

EGiB data

KW data

lack of information

land property

ownership:
married couple

Type of assigned rights /
number of shares in rights
4

Location

156

156

RIVa
RV
TOTAL:

Buildings

0.2008
0.0334
0.2342

Ł

0.2300

lack

lack

lack of information

land property

ownership:
married couple

1/1

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Registry unit: Zaleszany
Precinct: Zbydniów

Plot number
Land use/Area [ha]

1/1

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Commune: Zaleszany
Location: Zbydniów

Plot number
Type of property

ownership:
married couple

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Registry unit: Zaleszany
Precinct: Zbydniów

Plot number
Land use/
Area [ha]
Location

1/1

ownership:
married couple

Voivodship: podkarpackie
District: stalowowolski
Commune: Zaleszany
Location: Zbydniów

1754
LsV

1754
0.5000

lack

1/1

Ps

0.5000
lack

The lack of parents personal data
The difference in land use
The No. of rooms for the premises real estate
Incorrect designation of location
The difference of the plot area
The lack of body representing SP
The lack of data on buildings
The lack of building /other building number
Difference of objects
The lack of land use designation
The lack of list of associated premises
The difference in assigned rights
The lack of 2nd name of the object
The lack of plot area
The lack of area of associated premises
The difference in objects names
The lack of plot in EGiB
The difference in built-up area

Fig. 4. The scale and type of the property designation errors in the surveyed systems
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The most common errors in the KW and EGiB designations detected on the basis of the study are presented in Table 3. The total number of 155 differences between
the KW and EGiB were detected for 100 examined land and mortgage registers.
Some of them had more than one type of errors which implies the large quantities of
defects in the flow of information between of the analyzed systems. Only 23 of the
studied documents did not have any errors.
Table 3. List of designations errors in KW and EGiB
No.

The type of errors

Number of
incidences

1

The lack of parents personal data

42

2

The difference in land use

27

3

The difference in room number for the premises real estate

17

4

Incorrect designation of location

16

5

The difference of plots area

12

6

The lack of body representing SP for the premises real estate

6

7

The lack of data on buildings

6

8

The lack of building number/other building number

5

9

Difference of objects

4

10

The lack of land use designation

4

11

The lack of list of associated premises

4

12

The difference in assigned rights

3

13

The lack of the second object name

2

14

The lack of plot area

2

15

The lack of area of associated premises

2

16

The difference in objects names

1

17

The lack of plot in EGiB

1

18

The difference in built‑up area

1

4. Conclusion and Discussion
The problem resulting from the lack of uniformity of the data contained in the
EGiB and KW systems is unfortunately a common problem and at the same time
very serious. The only reasonable solution is to find the cause of errors in the designations and to attempt to remove inconsistencies and introduce new, correct records
for both registers. One of the reasons of erroneous designations in EGiB and KW
may be the incompatibility of the actual status on the ground with the legal status
disclosed in the content of KW. This is the case, when the legal status of KW will lose
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actuality, eg. in the case of death of the property owner. This situation can also happen as a result of an incorrect recording made in KW. The situation is complicated
by the fact of long waiting times for the creation of KW or updating of its records in
the most Courts Divisions of Land and Mortgage Registers. Any delay in the entry
of rights related to the property to the content KW has a negative impact on their reflection in EGiB [4]. It should be noted, that in 2000, only 25–30% of the property had
established KW. At the same time in EGiB existed about 30 million parcels – their
legal status, therefore, was documented only by 11 million KW. A similar state of
things becomes the cause of the lack of the legal status regulation of real estate, and
thus the impossibility of verifying the subject register data [4]. An important aspect
is also the fact, that often the basis for entries in section I-O KW are not only the EGiB
data, but also other documents. In some regions of Poland the source of data for KW
are other cadastral data. The most important factors influencing the non‑compliance
of the content of both systems is the flawed flow of information between them. Unfortunately, it is anticipated that this condition over time can deteriorate, with the
resulting increases of the likelihood of distortion or total loss of the links between
the specified objects in both registers [1]. The solution would be to adopt rules, that
information about the data in question should reach KW only from EGiB, while the
data of a legal nature in EGiB should came only from KW. To improve the situation, it is also necessary to change regulations so that all the entries in the content
of KW should have a constitutive nature warranty principle of public faith should
also include the section I-O of KW, the establishment of KW and KW entries must be
carried out immediately after the submission of application.
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